Cross-ice Breakout game
•

Start 2v2 with half zones. When x gets
control of the puck they must first make a
pass to their partner in their half before they
can attack o's half of the zone.

•

To make sure the game starts with success
have the two that is transitioning from
offense to defense either change for two
new players or retreat back over their half
before they can fore-check the puck or do
not allow any fore-check or puck pressure
until the puck comes over the half line.

•

Goal: to have the defending player who
does not have possession of the puck get
into a position of support to work the puck
out of the defending half. You can make the
first pass be behind the net or at a minimum
in the half the players are in.

•

Progression/ go to 3v3,4v4. Have 1 player
fore-check to put pressure on the breakout.
The possibilities are unlimited!
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Date: Cross-ice drills

Practice ThemeI Goals: Games

2v2 with a designated shooter
Split the group into two teams send two players from
each team into the zone with a third player being a
designated shooter.
On possession of the puck the
team must pass the puck to their shooter ( who cannot
be pressured) has to shoot with his teammates going
to the net for screens and rebounds.
The two
defending players are forced to play man on man to
defend the offensive players from scoring. Encourage
the shooters to shoot a 1 time shot if the pass is good
ihough.

o

x

X(Scooter)
THIS GAME IS FOR BOTH OF MY PRESENTATIONS
SOME REALL Y GOOD FOOT AGE ON BOTH THE
GOALTENDERS AND THE PLA YERS , ESPECAILLY
SHOOTERS WOULD BE BENEFICIAL.

SO

3v3 Defense vs offense in the scoring area
Split the group into two teams. With a large sharpie
pen draw a box in the zone in the slot area. Put three
players form each team in the box. Designate 1 team
offense and one team defense.
The offensive team
gets 5 pucks passed into the box. Their job is to get
open and position themselves for quick shots or
scoring opportunities.
The defensive 3 players are
trying to cover the three offensive players man on
man and clear the pucks out of the box. The puck is
live if it is in the box. Once the puck is outside the
box it is dead and the next puck comes in from the
coach. After the 5 pucks the roles switch and keep
score on how many goals are scored off of the 5
opportunities.
After both teams get a chance to be on
offense and defense then bring in the next 6 players.
The skills reinforced
with this game on the offensive
side are, positioning,
getting open, being ready with
stick down for a quick shot, fof/owing the puck to the
net for a rebound chance. The two players off the
puck get 0 pen for support and get to the front of the
net to get second chances. Get separation from
defenders.
Puck support with the coach. Battle for
possession if the puck is in the box. Learn how to
score in various ways. The defensive skills. Man on
man; tie up sticks, clear pucks from scoring area,
support teammates defensively,
block shots, get in
scoring lanes and passing lanes. MAKE SURE THE
COACH SWITCHES SIDES OF THE BOX SO THE GOALIE
AND PLA YERS ARE LOOKING FOR THE PUCK FROM BOTH
SIDES.
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O(Shooter)
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Date: Cross-ice games

Practice Theme / Goals: Games

End zone 3v3 or 4v4
Take all the kids you have in practice and split
them into two teams. Have them line up along
the red line one team on each side of the center
face-off dot. Have a coach with pucks on the
center face-off dot and a coach at each blue-line.
The coach at the center face-off dot has a bunch
of pucks. Decide weather to go 3v3 or 4v4 based
on the number of kids at the practice. Designate
one end as the offensive and defensive end zones
for each team. The coach then dumps a puck
into one end and the first 3 or 4 players from
each line jump jumps into the zone and either
tries to score or defend the end depending on
which zone it ;s for their team. The coach then
dumps a puck into the other end and the next 3
or 4 players enter and play their roles. The
offensive team is trying to possess the puck and
score and the defending team ;s trying to break
the puck out and get it to the coach at their end
that is moving along the blue-line to support the
puck. As soon as the puck is broken out to the
coach at the blue-line or the offensive group
scores or the goalie freezes the puck, all the
players sprint out of the zone and the coach
throws a new puck in that half and the next
players race in to control the puck. The coach
with the pucks should try to be cognizant of what
the groups of players did the last time they went
so that the players get a chance to both be on
offense and to defend. Do not allow the
defenders to chip the puck out they must use
each other and make a good outlet pass to their
coach. Force them to get their heads up and
make a good play.
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Skills:
Working on end zone offense and defense,
support of the puck both offensively and
defensively. Emphasizing first touch and puck
possession. Battling and competing, man on man
defense. 12to 16 kids going at a time.
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Date: ADM Drills

MODEL

Practice Theme / Goals: Skating, puck

handling

Skating: Agility skate around and over a

gl£&
Spread players around the ice space and
have them drop their stick to the ice. Then
have them perform the fol/owing agility
and skating drills. Have them do each
drill both ways and for about 15 seconds
in length. Have them stay as tight to the
stick as possible, using their edges and
turning in small space.
1.)Forward scooting around the stick
pushing with the left leg only then turn
and do the right leg only.
2.)Same as above but backwards.
3.)Have players skate forwards on one
side of the stick and backwards on the
other side of the stick making pivots at
the ends of the stick.
4.)Two foot over and back sideways
jumps over the stick and many as
possible in 15 seconds. Have them do
this twice with a rest in between each set.
Puck handling: Team Knockout
In a small space, depending on the number of
players. Split the group into two teams. Have
one team with pucks and the other without
pucks. Use a net or a line as the place for the
pucks to go. The objective is for the team
without the pucks to knock the pucks off the
sticks of the puck carriers or put them in a net or
target as soon as possible. The coach counts
out loud to see how long it takes to knock aI/ the
pucks out of the game. Then the roles reverse
and the group that keeps the pucks alive the
longest wins. Encourage the puck carriers to use
each other after they loose their puck so passing
and support can come into play. Have them do
this a couple of times and turn it into a best out 3
or 5. if 1 group is struggling to keep control of
the pucks then step in and talk about puck
protection and finding open ice.
This forces kids to keep their head up and find
open ice and protect their puck. The competitive
nature pucks extra emphasis and intensity on the
skills needed to be successful.
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ADM Station Work Practice Theme I Goals: Skating, puck
handling

Skating: Box skate
Set-up a box of cones in the zone. The
players will skate the box performing the
following skating skills. Make sure to have
the players skate around the box in both
directions.
1. Skate around the outside of the box,
both directions working on crossovers.
2. backwards around the box both
directions.
3. forwards up and across the box, pivot
and go backwards down the box.
Both directions
4. power turns around each cone
alternating every other cone the
opposite direction.
5. stop and start at each cone.
Every drill encourage the players to go as
fast as possible. Get them to get out of their
comfort zone.

Puck Handling: 1v1 puck possession
Split the group into two lines. The coach
throws a puck into the corner or area of the
zone. The two players battle for possession
of the puck. They have to control the puck
and skate it to a target. The target can be a
cone, or a box drawn on the ice with a
marker or simply to the stick of the coach
who is moving to different areas of the zone.
This forces the player to work hard to gain
possession and then keep possession of the
puck until getting the puck to a target. The
player that gets the puck to the target gets a
point. As soon as this happens the next two
players go.
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Date: ADM Games

Practice Theme

I Goals:

Skating, puck

handling

Skating-Save the planet
Have all the players in the group put their stick in a
pile along the boards. Take three cones and place
them spread out in the zone with a puck sitting on
top each cone. Tell the players that the pucks are
power pills and that they have 2 minutes to get the
three power pills (pucks) Off the top of the cones
and place them on top of each other on one of the
face-off dots ( planet earth) in the zone. As they
are skating around trying to grab the pucks off the
tops of the cones the coach is tagging kids with his
stick these players must stand on the boards until
he frees them by blowing his whistle and allowing
them back into the game. The coach should
eventually allow the players to be successful if they
are skating hard. Play the game a number of
times. Do not allow the kids to throw the puck or
toke their gloves off to grab the puck. If they are
tagged with the puck in their hand then they must
put it back on top of the cone. The only place that
is safe from being tagged is if they are in the faceoff circle( planet Earth). This tag game forces the
kids to skate with their heads up and uses agility to
avoid being tagged. It also has teamwork involved
in trying to get the pucks stacked up on the faceoff dot.

StichandUng-1v1 keep away
Take the group and have them grab a partner.
Each group of two has 1 puck. They stand about 10
feet apart from each other, facing each other. On
the whistle they pass to each other good forehand
back and forth passes. On second whistle they play
keep away/puck protection in their small area. Do
not allow the puck carrier to skate all over the
zone. They are working on puck protection,
possession and battling to win the puck back in a
small area of the z one. On next whistle they go
back to passing. Do this a few times. You can
progress this into setting the players up into
triangles( groups of three) have them pass to all
three players, then on second whistle they play
1v1v1 keep away in small area. You can even
progress this into 2v2 keep away and all the way up
till you use the entire group passing then playing
against each other for possession of 1 puck.
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Date: Cross-ice games

Practice Theme I Goals: Games

1v1 ;n the corner game
XXXXX 000000
Put the nets in the face-off circles facing the corners.
Have the players in four groups two at each net. Have
the players come into the area in the corner from their
lines. The coach throws a puck into play and the two
players battle for possession and try to score if the
puck leaves the scoring area or the puck goes into the
net or the goalie freezes the puck the coach throws a
new puck into play.
Have the players go for about 30
seconds and switch to two new players.
The coach
should throw the puck into the corner to make it a
neutral puck to force players to battle for possession.
This setup should force players to sue the boards and
learn how to protect the puck and use thier body to
get into a good scoring position.
Defensively it forces
players to learn how to keep themselves between the
puck and their net. IF ENOUGH PLAYERS GO TO 2V2
TO FORCE PLA YERS TO USE THE BOARDS TO CYCLE
THE PUCK TO EACH OTHER AND SUPPORT EACH OTHER
BOTH OFFENSIVEL Y AND DEFENSIVEL Y. MAKE SURE
THE COACH SWITCHES SIDES SO THE GOALIE AND
PAL YERSARE LOOKING FOR THE PCUK FROM BOTH
SIDESAND FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES.
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3v3 Defense vs offense ;n the scoring area
Split the group into two teams. With a large sharpie
pen draw a box in the zone in the slot area. Put three
players form each team in the box. Designate 1 team
offense and one team defense.
The offensive team
gets 5 pucks passed into the box. Their job is to get
open and position themselves for quick shots or
scoring opportunities.
The defensive 3 players are
trying to cover the three offensive players man on
man and clear the pucks out of the box. The puck is
live if it is in the box. Once the puck is outside the
box it is dead and the next puck comes in from the
coach. After the 5 pucks the roles switch and keep
score on how many goals are scored off of the 5
opportunities.
After both teams get a chance to be on
offense and defense then bring in the next 6 players.
The skills reinforced
with this game on the offensive
side are, positioning,
getting open, being ready with
stick down for a quick shot, following
the puck to the
net for a rebound chance. The two players off the
puck get 0 pen for support and get to the front of the
net to get second chances. Get separation from
defenders.
Puck support with the coach. Battle for
possession if the puck is in the box. Learn how to
score in various ways. The defensive skills. Man on
man, tie up sticks, clear pucks from scoring area,
support teammates defensively,
block shots, get in
scoring lanes and passing lanes. MAKE SURE THE
COACH SWITCHES SIDES OF THE BOX SO THE GOALIE
AND PLA YERS ARE LOOKING FOR THE PUCK FROM BOTH
SIDES.
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3 zone game
Take all the kids in practice and put them on two
teams. Put an equal number of each team in aft
three zones. Have one team trying to score at
one end and the other team trying to score at the
other end. The coach then throws at least three
pucks into play 1 in each zone. The puck can
only move 1 zone at a time. The defenders have
to move the puck to the neutral to a teammate
then the neutral zone player must move the puck
to a teammate in the offensive zone. The puck
cannot move more than 1 zone at a time. Do not
affow the players to just throw the puck they
must move it to a player that is getting open for
them. Because of the multiple pucks tel! the
offensive players that they cannot shoot unless
they are inside the hash marks. Any extra
goalies should play in the game as a player. If
the puck is scored leave the puck in the net the
coach at center ice will throw a new puck or two
into play. After 3 minutes have the kids rotate
zones so everybody plays in the defensive,
offensive and neutral zones. Keep score so the
kids know how many goals they need to score or
how hard they need to defend to win after all
three rotations are done. The players cannot
leave their zones until the coach switches them.
Encourage the kids to talk to each other so they
know where the pucks are coming from.

Skills:
Puck possession, passing, support,
battle and competing.:

Practice Theme! Goals: Games
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REALLY FORCE THE KIDS TO MOVE THE PUCK
WISELY AND NOT TO JUST DUMP OR CHIP THE
PUCK!!
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Date: Cross-ice Games Practice Theme I Goals: Games

Double net support game
Play 3v3 or 4v4 based on the number of players. Play
from the blue-line in. set up two nets or two targets
(cone, tire) on the goal-line below the face-off dots.
Have two coaches be support players one for each
team. They can position themselves in the slot or
along the boards in their half of the zone. Split the
group of players into two teams. The teams defend
one net and try to score on the other net. Put 3 or 4
players in the zone and put a puck in. Once a team
gets possession of the puck they must get the puck to
their coach ( support player) and get it back before
they can attempt a shot on net. On every transition of
the puck they must use their support coach before
attempting to-SCore. This forces the players to get
their heads up, make a good pass and move to get
open off the puck in order to score. Defensively it
forces the players to play man on man and protect
their net or target. The support players( coaches)
cannot be pressured. If the players do a poor job of
getting open then dump the puck back into play. The
support coach cannot shoot he must pass the puck
back to his team. Have the shifts go about 1mn and
change all six players. After each goal or if the puck
goes out of the zone or out of play or if there are
goalies and they freeze the puck the coach out at the
blue-line throws a new puck into play.

1v1 ,2v1 ,2v2,3v2,3v3
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Staggered numbers

game:
Setup nets or targets( cone, tire) in a cross-ice format.
Split the group into two teams. Have them across the
blue line with the coach in the middle with a pile of
pucks. Put a puck into the zone and have the first
player in each line jump in and play 1v1 for possession
of the puck the team that gets possession gets the
second player for 5 seconds then the coach sends the
2nd playerin from the team who is down a man,
continue this process giving each team a short
opportunity for a quick odd man situation untit they
finish 3v3. The progression goes 1v1, then 2v1 then
2v2 then 3v2 then 3v3. One team gets the 2v1 then
the other gets the 3v2 for only about 5-8 seconds then
it evens up for about 10 seconds the shifts should be
about t minute long then start again at tv1. On the
next shift rotate the odd man advantages the other
way so the team that had the 2v1 gets the 3v2 the
next shift. Get the players to realize that they have a
very short period of time with the extra man so they
should use them quickly and appropriately! This
should get the kids to move the puck and use each
other with the extra man, it should also create a lot of
transition play! After every goal or if the puck is
frozen or the puck goes out of play the coach throws
another puck in play.
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Date: Station work
MODEL

Practice Theme! Goals: Skating, puck
handling

Station 5: Agility Skate (ladder skate)
Have players place their sticks on the ice in a
ladder pattern. Have them perform the following
agility skating skills either over or around the
sticks. Do each skill 3 times
1. Two foot jumps over each stick
2. Running over sticks as fast as possible
3. Two touches between each stick
4. Skate around the sticks without taking
skates off the ice (scooting)
• IF YOU HAVE 8-10 PLAYERS THEN
SET UP TWO LINES!
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Puck-handling-1v1 puck protection
progression

Have six cones set up like the diagram to the
right. About 12-15 feet apart. Put a defender
between the cones. The defender can only move
laterally they cannot go forwards or backwards
they can only defend their area cone to cone.
The puck carrier attacks each defender 1v1 and
tries to get through each station with control of
the puck. This forces the puck carrier to find
open ice and gets them away from trying to go
through the defender. After the player attacks
they take the first defenders position and the t"
defender becomes the 2"d, the 2"d becomes the
3'd and the third gets in line to attack. This also
works on kids moving their feet to defend and
take space away from the offensive player.
Encourage the attacker to use speed and their
body to protect the puck for success!
r
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Date: Cross-ice games Practice ThemeI Goals: Skating,
puck
handling

Puck handling: Team Knockout
In the neutral zone,. Split the group into two
teams. Have one team with pucks and the other
without pucks. Use a net or a line as the place
for the pucks to go. The objective is for the team
without the pucks to knock the pucks off the
sticks of the puck carriers or put them in a net or
target as soon as possible. The coach counts
out loud to see how long it takes to knock all the
pucks out of the game. Then the roles reverse
and the group that keeps the pucks alive the
longest wins. Encourage the puck carriers to use
each other after they loose their puck so passing
and support can come into play. Have them do
this a couple of times and turn it into a best out 3
or 5. if 1 group is struggling to keep control of
the pucks then step in and talk about puck
protection and finding open ice.
This forces kids to keep their head up and find
open ice and protect their puck. The competitive
nature pucks extra emphasis and intensity on the
skills needed to be successful.
FOCUS ON THE GOALIES AND THEIR
INVOLVMENT IN THE DRILL!I!!

Circle give and go
Have four lines one at each face-off dot in the neutral
zone facing in the zone. On the whistle the first player
in line back peddles and skates a big circle give and
going with the puck with the next player in line. The
player doing the drill skates a big circle pattern in the
zone and then skates to the red line with speed and
quality passes. Have the players go to their left then
after awhile have them go to their left.
FOCUS ON THE GOAL TENDERS DOING THE DRILU!!

THESE TWO DRILLS ARE FOR MY PRESENTATION ON
CREA TING AN ENVIRONEMNT FOR GOAL TENDERS.
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